Directed Homotopy Type Theory and the (In)vertibillity of Mathematics.

Directed Homotopy Type theory (DHTT) is a generalization of Homotopy Type theory (HoTT) where fundamental groupoids of spaces are replaced by more general (higher) categories. Along with type formers for identity types which admit the standard HoTT interpretation in terms of invertible paths and their homotopies, DHTT comprises type formers for non-invertable homomorphisms of all levels which admit an interpretation in terms of non-invertable paths in appropriate spaces. The choice between DHTT and HoTT as foundational formal frameworks for building mathematical theories has an epistemological dimension, which concerns the epistemic significance of the invertibility condition. While HoTT and the related notion of Univalent Foundations support Mathematical Structuralism DHTT supports a more dynamic conception of Mathematics, which I shall outline in my talk.
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